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ABSTRACT 

Hester, Sherry Rebecca (1986). The Experiences of Suffering· 

Among Persons with Psychiatric Illnesses. 

Phenomenology focuses on understanding empirical 

matters from the perspective of those who are being studied 

and stresses consciousness and subjective meaning in the 

context of the situation. The purpose of this 

phenomenological study was to explore and describe the 

nature of suffering associated with a psychiatric illness as 

described by mentally ill indi~iduals. A combined approach 

of phenomenological method and content·analysis was used to 

analyze data from autobiographies of psychiatric patients. 

Data were collected from five autobiographies, then 
. . ~ . . . . . 

coded into li~e groups of content·.· Five categorie·s of 

suffering experiences evolved fro~ 45.codes. These 

·categories were: the illness symptoms, the identification 

of self as mentally ill, psychiatric treatment effects and 

processes, the intrapsychic impact of having a·inen~al 

illness, and the external impact·on-the individual's roles 

and relationships. These five categories do not represent a 

linear model of the suffering experience. Instead, there 

are interactions among the categories that impact upon the 

intensity of suffering. In most cases the interaction 

appears to be synergistic. 
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Suffering is a response to the experience of 

psychiatric illness but there are individual variations 

in the manifestations and intensity of suffering. The human 

response of suffering· fits in~o the proposed emotional 

category of individual responses of the phenomena of concern 

for psychiatric-mental hea;I.th nursing practice. Suffering 

is not a discrete entity but is an ongoing lived experience 

as the sufferer reacts to the cause of the suffering and 

begins to adapt to the chan9e in life circums·t~nces and find 

meaning in the suffering. 
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THE EXPERIENCES .OF SUFFERING 

AMONG PERSONS WITH PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESSES 

Chapter-! 

THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 

The American Nurses Association.[ANA] (1980) defined 

nursing as 11 the diagno~is: and treatment of huma·n_ responses 

to actual or potential health prob.lems 11 
( p. 9-) . .- It is 

important to note that responses ·are not the same as health 

problems (~~dica} diagnosis). Responses to actual or 

potential health. pro'?lems are called. phenomena .of conc"ern. 

Within the scope of ~n:ursing pra.'cti.ce -~hese phenomena include 

any observable manifestation, ·need,· condition, concern, 

event, dilemma, difficulty,· occurrence, or fact ·that can be 

described or scientifically explained (ANA, 1980). A task 

force ·within ANA is ·currently ·working to develop a 

comprehensive taxonomy of responses for all areas of nursing 

practice (Loomis, 1986). The categories of individual 

respo~ses under study for psychiatric-mental health nursing 

practice are: biological, perceptual/cognitive, 

socio/behavioral, emotional, defense mechanism, and 

value/belief (Loomis, 1986). 

Within this conceptual framework suffering is a 

phenomenon of concern .. Suffering is a universal human 

experience manifested by persons in c:r:itical life 

situations including: physical pain, mental pain, losses of 



all types, and real or imagined injuries to pride· and 

self-esteem (Travelbee, 1971). Loss can be further 

understood _as a loss of personal possessions, loss of a 

significant othe.r, or loss of part of one's 

physic-psychosocial well-being (Lambert & Lambert, 1979: 

~ravelbee, 1971). The~li~it~d re~~arch thus far on 

suffering focuses on suffering as a _result of physical pain 

or chronic physical illness... Suffering associated with the 

experience of a· psychiatric disorder· has yet to be 

adequately described.-

Sufferirig may be a response to a _psychiatric illness 

because having ~ psychiatric 'illrtess is a loss of 

physic-psychosocial well-being ("Y~ellness). r.n order to be 

able to diagnose and treat suffering associated with 

psychiatric illness, the characteristics and manifestations 

of suffering must be known. It is incumbent upon nurses to 

understand that suffering is one potential response to the 

actual health problem of a psychiatric illness. 

Statement of the problem 

Although there is a multiplicity of research about 

etiology, diagnosis and treatment of .psychiatric illnesses, 

there is little known about an individual's experience of 

being mentally ill. In clinical settings attention is 

usually focused on the symptoms and behaviors associated 

with the mental illness but little to no attention is gi'ven 

to the individual's experience. A patient•s response to an 
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illness is related to the way the illness is experienced and 

the meaning that the patient gives .to the this experience. 

Knowledge about patients• experiences provides valuable data 

for effective planning. of clinical nursing management and 

psychotherapy. 

There is a paucity of research on the patient's 

experience of mental illness. There·. is a need, then, for 

basic exploratory: research about the exp.erience of suffering 

associated with psychiatric illness. Is sufferi~g indeed a 

response to a psychiatric illness and· ff so, how is· it 

manifested? Are there similarities in the manifestations of 

suffering among different persons? 

Purpose of the study 

The purpose of this study was to explore and describe 

the nature of suffering while experiencing a psychiatric 

illness. The ultimate purpose was to provide a data base 

for further research that may be conducted to identify 

suffering as a nursing diagnosis and identify interventions 

to alleviate or resolve.suffering experienced by persons 

with psychosocial health problems. 

Definitions 

Suffering is the affective experience of displeasure 

or distress: it is an ·experience which varies in intensity, 

duration, and depth ranging from transitory discomfort to 

existential anguish (Travelbee, 1971). 
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Psychiatric illness is defined as any emotional illness 

·that meets the criteria established in the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of ·.Mental Disorders ( 3rd ed.) (American 

Psychiatric Associ~tion·, 1980).. The terms psychiatric 

illness and mental illness are used-as synonyms in this 

work. 

Patient and :cliept are also used interchangeably __ to -

denote a person hospi:talized. o,r' involved. in out:pati.ent 

treatment with a health professional. 

Research· methodology 

Phenomenology began as a philosophical reaction to an 

.increasingly objective scientific approach to understanding 

human behavior. ·Phenomenology focuses on understanding 

empirical matters from the perspective of those who are 

being studied and stresses the primacy of consciousness and 

subjective meaning in the context of the situation (Davis, 

1978: Ornery, 1983: Parse, Coyne, & Smith, 1985). 11 The 

phenomenologist assumes that there is something in the 

nature of human experience, beyond sheer reason or sensory 

observation, which will produce knowledge 11 (Davis, 19_78 1 

p. 194). 

Several authors agreed that the beginnings of 

phenomenology were in the last half of the 19th century but 

attributed the origin to different writers. The philosopher 

Franz Brentano is cited by Parse 1 Coyne ·and Smith ( 1985) 

however, Ornery (1983) credits Brentano's stuaent Edmund 
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Husser! as the founder of the phenomenological movement. 

Since that period there has been f~rther refinement by 

French and German writers, most notably Heidegger who 

~stablished existential phenomenology, ·followed by Gabriel 

Marcel, Je~n Paul Sartre and Maurice Merleau-Ponty (Par~e: et 
. ' . ,. . ; 

. . . 

alI 1985). .There. is no absolute agreement among current . 

authors about the tenets of phenomenology and existentialism 

but there are some general points of agreement. According 

to Munhal31 and Oiler ( 1986), the introduction of 

phenomenol,ogy to general nursing audiences was in the book, 

Humanistic Nu.rsing by Paterson and Zderdad in 1976. 

·Phenomenological methodology is an inductive, 

descriptive approach to qualitative research (Davis, 1978: 

Ornery, 1983). The researcher approaches the subject with no 

preconceived ideas. Data is not limited to observable facts 

as in quantitative research but includes subjective 

experiences and meanings. The goal of the method is to 

describe the lived experience and include the meaning within 

the experience. "Generalization is based on similar 

meanings rather. than an exact duplication of essence" (Field 

& Morse, 1985, p. 28). A phenomenological approach to 

research underlies this study based upon the belief that 

meaningful knowledge about an individual's suffering can 

only be derived from an individual's inner world of 

experience. 



Researcher•s Perspective 

Phenomenological methodology specifies that the 

researcher identify his or he.f assumptions about the 

phenomenon under investigation so that they can be 

6 

11 br'acketed n' meaning ~uspended, during the res~a.rch and 

understood by the reader: (Riemen,, 1986). Sufferi,ng is an 

affective experience related:.to the inability t6 

satisfactorily define or identify for oneself the purpose or 

meaning of a real or perceiveti loss of any kind. This 

belief is derived from Frankl's (1984) tenets of 

logotherapy, an existential psychology. The key tenets 

are: man•s purpose in life is to find his own meaning in 

life: suffering is a unique opportunity to discover one•s 

meaning: and, when meaning is identified suffering ceases 

because purpose is established. 



Chapter II 

REVIEW-OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

Definition of Suffering 
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There· is no· clear,. consistent definition of ~ufferi~g. · 

in either the scientific-. or non·-r_ese.arched li t~rature 

(Battenfield, 1984). With t'hat .caveat establish-ed, three 

definitions of suffering will be explored. First, 

Travelbee (1971), a· nurse, defined suffering as a feeling of 

displeasure experienced when an individual encounters 

distressing difficulties that happen to oneself or a loved 

one. She listed the distressing difficulties as: 

illness, physical pain, mental pain, losses of all 

kinds-- i.e. of a loved one through death, divo~ce, 

desertion .or separation: of a love object such as a 

beloved pet or material possessions: of position, 

status or prestige, of one's integrity~-and various 

t~pes of real or imagined injuries to pride and 

self-esteem. (pp. 63-64) 

Additional potential causes of suffering that she n~ted were 

feelings of being isolated from others with an inability to 

establish a meaningful relationship, and a.·belief that one 

has transgressed important religious convictions. 

Alleviation of sufferin~ is always d~sired. Travelbee's 

writing is significant in that it specifically expands 

suffering beyond physical illness and pain. 



The second definition of suffering is also from a 

nurse, Copp (1974). Her definition ~of suffering wa~_ .. the 

state of anguish of one who bep,rs pain, injury or loss 11 

(Copp, 1974, p. 491). All of Copp•.s published research has 

8 

focused on suffering as it results from physical pain. -·In a 

s~udy o£ 148 hospitalized patients, Copp (1974) applied 

Lipowski 1 s (1970) categories of meanings in illness to types 

of coping styles based upon the meaning the patient gave the 

suffering and pain. These categories of meaning (Lipowski, 

1970) were: challenge, enemy, punishment, weakness,_ relief, 

strategy, loss, and value. Based on more recent research, 

Copp (1985) proposes five individual styles of coping with 

pain and suffering: (a) 11 passive victim 11 style in. yvhich the 

patient view$ ·self as helpless and· impotent, (b) 11 combatant 11 

style in which the patient views self as a fighter and 

caper, (c) 11 responsive 11 style in which the patient views 

self as actively analytic in a search for meaning in the 

experience, (d) 11 reactive 11 style in which the patient views 

self as a monitor and strategist to avoid the pain, and (e) 

11 interactive 11 style in which the patient views self as 

dependent on others to· manage the pain. These studies have 

significance to the present investigation because they 

,demonstrate that patients experience and give meaning to 

similar situations (pain and suffering) in different 

ways. 
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Similar findings have been reported by Starck (1983). 

In a study of 94 medically ill.hospitalized patients, a 

majority gave positive meaning to their suffering. There 

were wide variations., however, among the individuals' 

descriptions of suffering,. the meaning they attributed to 

the experience, and their ways of coping with the suffering. 

A third definition of suffering was described by 

Koskoff and Hagg (1981) as a "pragmatic concept of suffering 

••• to direct the practitioner to a clearer understanding 

of his patient's experience 11 {p. 111). They define 

suffering as a mood that is a reaction to a loss, which 

consists of the affect of anxiety and the affect of 

depression. This conception of suffering fails to clar~ty 

the essence of suffering by definition or exper~ential 

description. Indeed, it exemplifies the extreme difficulty 

in adequately identifying suffering. 

The Process of Suff~ring 

Suffering is not a discrete entity but is an ongoing 

experience as the sufferer reacts to the cause of the 

suffering and begins to adapt to the change in life 

circumstances. Battenfield (1984) proposes a model of the 

experience of suffering similar to Kubler-Ross• (1969) model 

of grieving. The Kubler-Ross model explains the 

psychological processes in response to the death of a . 

significant other or oneself as a set of five sequential 

stages that proceed as the individual better adapts to the 
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situation of loss. The model by Battenfield (1984) also has 
. \ . ~ 

five stages and is based on qualitative research with 

physically ill clients. 

Battenfield (1984) lists different qualitative 

responses in situations of suffering within each stage. In 

the Initial Impact stage the responses indicate denial or 

disbelief and are accompanied by feelings of immobility, 

shock, hurt, and agony. In the stage of Turmoil Without 

Resolution responses are fear, anger, striking-out, 

depression, shame, guilt, hopelessness, helplessness, 

despair, and feelings of abandonment or separation. 

Responses in the Coping stage are changing one's attitude or 

course and·finding courage through others. During the stage 

of Accepting/Understanding non-resistive acknowledgement, 

resignation, stoicism, and facing one's limitations are 

identified. The final stage of Finding Meaning is 

exemplified by an expanding self-awareness or growth, 

developing a unity of existence with nature, developing and 

strengthening interpersonal relationships, reappraising and 

strengthening one's values, developing creative activities, 

and, finding joy in suffering. Battenfield's (1984) 

research validates that for each individual the experience 

of suffering changes over time. 

Psychiatric Illness and Suffering 

Research about.the experience of suffering in 

psychiatric illness is limited to only one publication found 
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by the researcher. Roback and Abramowitz (1979) examined 

the relationship between insight and behavioral adaptation 

of 27 state hospital patients diagnosed as schizophrenic. 

The researchers reported that subjective distress is 

intensified with increased insight but affects the client's 

behavior positively. In addition to the small size of the 

study another limitation is that insight was measured by a 

pencil-and-paper test of hypothetical social situations. 

Nonetheless, understanding subjective distress as a 

component of suffering makes this research meaningful to the 

present study. 

Illness and Loss 

Loss is frequently identified as another universa-l life. 

·experience. Loss can be experienced in many forms. Lambert 

and Lambert. ( 1979) identified three forms of loss: (a) loss 

of a significant other through death, divorce or physical 

separation; (b) loss of personal possessions through 

·destruction, tobbery, catastrophe, or misplacement; and (c) 

loss of physi0-psychosocial well-being through physiologic 

dysfunction, alterations in emotional well-being and 

self-concept, or changed social roles. The components of 

loss of physic-psychosocial well-being are interrelated so 

that a change in one component always affects the other 

components. 

A similar model of loss was proposed by Goddard (1985) 

that delineated five dimensions of loss with examples: 
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(a) loss of a significant person by death, divorce or 

separation; (b) loss .of external objects by destruction or 

financial difficulties; (c) developmental loss through 

maturation of self or family member; (d) loss of security by 

lack of knowledge of what behaviors are rewarded in a 

situation; and (e) loss of some aspect of self through 

changes in health status,· self-concept and. role. 

Both the Lambert and Lambert (1979) model· and the 

Goddard model identify changes in mental health status as a 

potential significant loss. These authors also conclude 

that there is a predictable pattern of grieving or copi~g 

· with the loss. 

The significance of chronic.illness as a major and 

~nduring loss was made by Werner-Beland (1980): 

loss of one's own functioning is always present. 

Although the feelings. about the loss diminish over 

time, events frequently occur that remind the person 

that he is less than perfect.. Grief raises its ugly 

head each time the illness or disability becomes 

conspicuous or when it signific~ntly interferes with 

hoped-for goal achievement. (p. 4) 

This author hypothesized that chronic illness leads to 

chronic grieving and that to understand a person's response 

to loss both the external, interpersonal meaning and the 

internal, intrapsychic meaning must be assessed. 

Interpersonal meaning includes the burden of the impact of 
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another•s grieving for and because of oneself, socioeconomic 

roles and vocational roles. Intrapsychic meaning includes 

self-image and avocational roles. 

Other authors have noted the numerous effects of 

illness that can be understood as an outcome of loss. The 

loss of the ability to carry out long-range life goals was 

noted as an effect of some types of illnesses (Anger & 

Anger, 1976.). Changes in self-concept with feelings of 

stigma and worthlessness as a result of mental illness were 

identified by Schwartz and Schwartz (1972). Changes in 

usual control of body functioning including physical, 

emotional and social processes; disturbances in perceptual 

abilities; and the effects of hospitalization or treatment 

upon one•s sense of identity and individuality were named as 

serious losses to sustain during an illness (Carlson, 

1978). These effects of illness have particular relevance 

to psychiatric illness and hospitalization because the 

conditions noted are often present during a mental illness 

and mental illness is usually chronic. 

Conclusions 

The major finding from the review of the literature is 

that the health professions possess very little 

empirically-validated knowledge about the experience of 

suffering. Suffering is a universal human experience that 

occurs as a result of a significant loss. Each individual 

experiences suffering in a uniquely personal manner. 
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Response to suffering appears to change in a predictable 

pattern over time. Suffering during psychiatric illness can . 

be viewed as a loss of physic-psychosocial well-being. 

There is preliminary evidence that suffering related to a 

psychiatric illness is increased with improved insight into 

the illness. How suffering is experienced by an individual 

with a psychiatric disorder remains unknown.· 
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Chapter III 

METHODOLOGY 

When there is little known about a topic and the 

purpose is to observe and document aspects of a situation, a 

descriptive qualitative research design is most appropriate 

(Polit & Bungler, 1983). The qualitative method used for 

this study was a combination of phenomenological method and 

content analysis •. Content analysis techniques were added to 
. I, 

the phenomeno.logical method because unstructured written 

autobiographies were the original sources of da.ta. 

The goal of phenomenological resear-ch is an accurate 

description of the experience or phenomenon being studied 

(Ornery, 1983). Ornery describes the phenomenological method 

as a method that is not based on a preconceived fram~work so 

that data are organized and described as they are found, and 

then reported in the natural language of the event. 

11 Content analysis is a research technique for making 

replicable and valid inferences from data to their context .. 

(Krippendorff, ·1980, p. 21). It was an appropriate method 

for the purposes of this study for three reasons 

(Krippendorff, 1980). First, content analysis was an 

unobtrusive technique that was nonreactive with the subjects 

so that effects imposeq. by , ... tll'e inves·tig~tion wer~ · 

eliminated. In this way neither the validity of the 

situation nor the data were jeopardized-as a result of 

being studied. Second, unstructrired material was acdept~ble 



in content analysis. This allowed for -the use of material 

in a nat~ral form which was desirable when studying 

individuals' experiences without constraining their 

responses. Third, and most importantly, this method 

provided the ability to process symbolic communication 

(language) in a manner sensitive to the original context. 

Identifying the Phenomenon 

16 

A phenomenon is a human circumstance related to health 

that can be investigated (Parse et al, 1985). In this study 

the phenomenon under investigation was suffering related to 

a psychiatric/mental illness. 

Universe of Content 

For the purpose of this study the universe of content 

to be analyzed was delimited to 63 autobiographies of 

hospitalized mental patients published in book form between 

1960 and 1982 (Sommer & Osmond, 1983). These 

autobiographies are listed as part of a ongoing bibliography 

of first-person narrative accounts of mental illnesses. The 

value of these autobiographies was that they were largely 

free from the bias of a particular psychological theory and 

·from effects of other publications __ of ~xperiences of mental 

illness. In supporting the· ·use of personal· documents (such 

as autobiographies) as sources of. data:_ -for nursing research, 

Ruffing-Rahal (1986) posits that personal documents 

represent 'the culmination of the process of assigning 

meaning to an experience that includes description, 
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reflection, reanalysis, and refinement. Ruffing-Rahal 

concludes that personal documents ascribe the meaning from a 

subjective core of awareness that is the elemental context 

of all health and illness experiences. 

Sampling 

Purposive sampling (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982) was used to 

create the study sample from the complete bibliography of 

Sommer and Osmond .( 1983). The strategy for sampling from 

the data was selection of books by the researcher based upon 

availability and suitabilty. Suitability was defined as an 

autobiography that focused on the illness experience as the 

primary story ·of the book. Books were eliminated from the 

bibliography if they were written by non-mentally ill 

individuals who were hospitali~ed or who were hospitalized 

in foreign countries with significantly different cultures. 

Of those remaining on the list, 13 (see Appendix A) were 

available in a local college library and were subsequ~ntly 

read. Of those, five (see Appendix B) were selected 

for inclusion in this study. A brief description of the 

authors/patients is contained in Table 1. Two of the books 

in the final sample had text by other authors: Gotkin and 

Gotkin (1975) included text by the patient's husband and 

Rhodes and Freeman ( 1964) included text: by Freeman, a 

psychiatrist. ' in each case only the patient IS text .. WaS 

collected and analyzed although.the reference citations will 

contain both authors. 
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Table 1 

Brief Description of Author and Illness for Selected 

Autobiographies 

Author and Date of 
Publication 

Janet Gotkin 

1975 

Kenneth Knauth 

1975 

Laura Rhodes 

1964 

Mark Vonnegut 

1975 

Ellen Wolfe 

1969 

Description of Author and Illness 

27 year old married female; 
discusses mental illness that 
began in high school and 
continued for the next 11 years 
with. several suicide.attempts 
and: 6 -.hospi taliza.tions and 
t'r-eatment with neuroleptics and 
electroconvulsive therapy 
(ECT); no diagnosis reported 
but appeared-to have 
schizoaffective disorder 

57 year old male, di vorce}d and _ -
remarried wfth childr~n from 
b.oth marriages;. free-l9,nce · 
·editor and writerf diagnosed 
with major depression and 
treated.· with antidepressants 
but not hospitalized 

24 year old married female with 
infant daughter; diagnosed with 
depression and suicidal 
ideation; treated with 
psychotherapy during hospitalization 

25 year old male with live~in 
girlfriend; established a · 
self-suffi~ient commune in 
Canada; hospitalized for 
schizophrenia and treated with 

·neuroleptics and ECT 

35 year old married female with 
2 children; hospitalized for 
psychosis after having an 
abortion but had been receiving 
outpatient psychotherapy for 7 
years; treated with ECT 
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Unit of analysis 

11 Data in con~ent analysis typically stem from complex 

symbolic .forms in an indigenous language 11 '(Krippendorff, 

1980, p. 53). Each book was read in entirety, however, a 
. 

thematic unit was the unit of analysis. Thematic units are 

passages that are interrelated to the same idea or concept 

and range in length from a sentence to several paragraphs 

(Krippendorff, 1980). Thematic units preserve the meaning 

from the o~iginal source mate£::Lal better than syn·t:actical 

units (Krippendorff,·.· .'1980~ •. Th_emat~c. units judged to 
. . 

be conceptually relevant to the concept of s~ff.ering were 

recorded. 

Recording 

A thematic u.~it of analysis was recorded if it 

described suffering based upon- th·e .· earli~r definition. Each 

unit of analysis was transcribed On a 4 X 6 inch index card 

(Powers, Murphy, & Wooldridge, 1983). Other information 

recorded for each unit of analysis-was the data source and 

the page on which it occurred. A total of 551 thematic 

units was collected from the five autobiographies: Gotkin 

and Gotkin (1975) yielded 175, Knauth (1975) yielded 71, 

Rhodes and Freeman (1964) yielded 118, Wolfe (1969) _yielded 

86, and Vonnegut (1975) yielded 101. 

Coding the Data 

After all data were collected from the autobiographies 

the data cards were coded by topic into groups-of similar 
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content. Codes were assigned to closely reflect the 

original data~ interpretation of meaning was avoided as much 

as possible. This procedure required that as new codes were 

added, previously coded material was reviewed for 

consideration for inclusion into the new code 

(Swanson-Kauffman, 1986). Frequency of ·occurrence for each 

code will be reported in the following.chapter. 

Category Development 

Categories were to be conceptually.broader than codes. 

After coding was completed there was no attempt to identify 

categories howeve·r, until approximately two weeks had 

passed. This· allowed time for conscious and subconscious ... 

reflection and a fresh approach upon re::turn to the 

material. The codes were compared and contrasted with all 

other codes for any inherent relationships or similarities. 

Category development was patterned after Swanson-Kauffman's 

(1986) description: 

For each category the initial seeded hunch led to a 

rigorous, detailed examination of all [materials] for 

(a) validation of the hunch~ (b) definition and 

delineation of steps, sequences, processes, and 

variations that comprise the category~ (c) 

meaningfulness of the category for each informant; and 

finally, (d) key informant statements that would 

support my analysis • . • • (p. 64) 

Discussion of the findings occurs in the following chapter. 
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Chapter IV 

DATA ANALYSIS 

This. chapter presents a final synthesis of the data 

that resulted in the category identification and includes a 

representative passage from the data for each code. This 

discussion of the data reflects two separate stages of· data 
, .. 

analysts, coding and category development. 

Codes 

Coding names were assigned to reflect the original 

wording.of the author~ as much as possible. A .code 

designated thematic.units.·(data c~rds) with similar meaning 
.. ,. 

based on the researcher's judgement~ There were 45 codes 

identified .for the 550 cards. The frequency of thematic 

units for each code is presented in Table 2. Most codes 

included data from at least three of the 

autobiographies: only four codes were each from one book. 

·categories 

Relationships among the codes revealed five categories 

of suffering. The data in this study indicated that 

suffering was experienced as a result of: the illness ,;' 

symptoms, the identification of self as mentally ill, 

psychiatric treatment effects and processes, the 

intrapsychic impact of having a mental illness, and the 

external impact on the individual's roles and 

relationships. The codes comprising each category are 

present~d in Table 3. The five categories will be discussed 



Table 2 

Codes with Frequencies 

Altered roles/relationships with significant others 
Altered future pl~ns 
Altered social roles 

**Angst/psychic pain · 
· Auditory hallucinations 

Changed self concept 
Communication difficulty 
Confinement 

** 11 Crazy"/sfck realization 
Crying · 
- - - - - -·-- - - - -
Death thoughts 
Delusions 
Dependency 

*Depersonalization 
Derealization 

**Despair 
Double-bind 
Effect of illness on significant others 
Emptiness 

**Fear 

Guilt 
Helplessness 

*Illusions ·· 
Inability to work 
Insomnia 

- - - - - -· 

22 

31 
10 
15 
18 

2 

21 
10, 

'11 
24 
10 

8 
13 
20 

2 
2 

48 
4 

10 
4 

17 

6 
3 
1 
9 
2 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
**Irrational thinking 

Isolation/lonliness 
Loss of dignity 
Loss of purpose 
Loss of self-control 

22 
20 
20 

3 
8 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Loss of self-identity 

**Loss of self-\vill. 
Low self-esteem 

*Memory loss 
Paranoia. 

Physical side effects/pain 
Powerlessness 

(continued) 

10 
21 
34 
22 

3 

5 
28 



Table 2 (continued) 

Codes with Frequencies 

·*Racing thoughts 
Rage· 
Removal of personal possessions 

Shame 
Stigma 
Suicidal ideation 
Visual hallucinations 

** 11 Why me? 11 

**Denotes occurren,ce in al~ 5 autbbiographies 
*Denotes occurrence in~only 1 autobiography 

23 

2 
3 
2 

4 
10 
15 

8 
10 



Table 3 

Category Composition by .cpdes 

Illness Symptoms 
Auditqry hallucinations 
Communication difficulty 
Crying 
_Death thoughts. 
Delusions 
Deperson.al~zation 
Derealization · 
Emptiness 
Fear 
Illusions 
Inability to work 
Insomnia 
Irrational thinking 
Loss of_sel£-control 
Lpss of self-identity 
Loss of self-will 
Low self esteem 

·Paranoia 
Racing thoughts 
Rage 
Suicidal ideation 
Visual hallucinations 

Identification of Self as Mentally Ill 
11 Crazy 11 /sick 

P$ychiatric Treatment Effects and Processes 
Confinement 
Dependency 
Double-bind 
Helplessness 
Loss of dignity 
Memory loss 
Physical side effects/pain 
Powerlessness 
Removal of personal possessions 

Intrapsychic Impact· of Having a Mental Illness 
Angst/psychic pain 
Changed self-concept 
Despair 
Isolation/lonliness 
Loss of purpose 
Why me? 

(continued) 

24 
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Table 3 (continued):. 

Category Composition by Codes 

Exterhal Impact on the Individual's Roles and Relationships 
Alte~ed roles/relationships w.ith .significant others· 

.Altered ftiture.plans 
Altered sd~ial role 
Effect of illness ·on· significant others 
Guilt 
Shame 
Stigma 
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in more detail below and include a. representative passage of 

suffering for ~ach code within th~ category. 

Category I. Illness Symptoms 

This category of suffering was. derived fr6m.the 

experiences that are commonly viewed as. symptoms of 

psychiatric illness. These symptoms represent both 

psychotic and neurotic illnesses. Four of the twenty-two 

codes in this category were only-noted by one author each. 

This is consistent ·with differing symptoms during different 

illnesses. 

Auditory hallucinations. Suffering was related to this 

kind of psychotic experience. Vonnegut (1975) described 

·this example: 

The voices weren•t much fun in the beginning. Part of 

it was simply my being uncomfortable about hearing 

voices no matter what they had to say,. but the early 

voices were mostly bearers of bad news. Besides, they 

didn•t seem to like me much and there was no way I 

could talk back to them. (p. 106) 

Communication difficulty. Suffering related to 

difficulty communicating ranged from experiences in which 

words seemed inadequate to the psychotic disruption of 

reality testing that Vonnegut (1975) noted: 

Communicating was just about impossible. My tongue and 

mouth weren•t responding very well. It was only with 



the greatest difficulty that I could tell who was 

saying what and that I could make any sense out of 

words. I relied heavily on grunts and gestures. 

(p. 85) 

Crying. Descriptions of suffering during crying 

included tpe inability to stop or control the crying, the 

aloneness of the crying experience, the lack of a known 

cause of the crying, and the pain it represented. Gotkin 

and Gotkin (1975) wrote: 
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I pulled the pillows and blankets over my head, as the 

cries came again from their ever-renewing source deep 

inside m~. For the-next three days t}1ere was nothing 

but blackness. I slept, waking with sobs, sleeping 

again when exhaustion overtook my aching body. I cried 

-and I slept. (p. 53) 

Death thoughts. Suffering was evident in the recurrent 

thoughts of death, possibly an effect of the extreme sadness 

and pain experienced. Knauth (1975) typified the sense of 

death as a solution to the discomfort of living: 

My yearning for a respite became a yearning for a peace 

that he [dead man seen laying on street] had found. I 

felt that he had been a wanderer like me whose quest 

was over now. Mine went on. (p. 50) 

Delusions. Troubling delusions encc>mpassed beliefs 

that oneself or significant others were dead or dying, 



responsibility for imagined world catastrophes (including 

the ending of the world), and altered sexual preference and 

powers. Gotkin and Gotkin (1975) reported: 

11 I •m so afraid I •m going to fall apart.. I •m going to. 

disintegrate into pieces on the floor and no .one will 

be able to put me back together again ... That was a 

recent belief I had developed: The feelings in my body 

were so intense they would cause me to break into a 

million drillion [sic] jigsaw pieces on the floor 

(p. 180) 

_Depersonalization. Only Gotkin and Gotkiri (1975) noted 
. . ·. . ,. ·'. 

suffering associated wit~ depersonalization: 

• • • I could feel- mys·elf slipping· off th-e wooden bench 

onto the floor-. 11 0 Lord, please don •t let me make a 

noise. Don • .. t let me fall here in the middle of this 

meeting.... t. trie'd t·o regain.- ·control of my body but it 

didn't seem to be mine. I felt myself melting away. 

(p. 29) 

Derealization. _Suffering in this code pertained to a 

concern about an -unreal world similar to Rhodes• (1964) 

description: 

I recognized streets over which I had driven many 

times, always taking them for granted. The fleeting 

scenery looked strange now, as in a, nightmare. It 

did not seem to be~ong to any part of my life. 

(p. 174) 
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Emptiness. Feelings of nothingness and numbness were 

connected to suffering as shown by, 11 It was .though some 

silent dark force had pulled the plug out of my life and let 

the vital juices drain away until I was an empty shell 11 

( Kna u th, 19 7 5 , ·p • 6 ) • 

Fear. In this code suffering was related to the panic 

and terror ensuing from a multitude of horrors and 

unimaginables. Knauth•s (1975) description was: 

I had become a person whose every thought and move was 

plagued with doubts and fears. I would wake up early 

in the morning and liE;· there thinking: Jesus, where am. 

I arid how did I ever.get here? The fear would start 

'its ·.c-ra.wl up fr.om my stomach toward my brain, and when 

'it reached my brain it paralyzed m~.. If ·t got up at 

all, I would limp around the house like-a zombie. 

(p. 24) 

Illusions~ ·only Von~egut (1975) discussed suffering 

linked to illusions: 

I remember trying to eat some bread to make her 

feel better. I really wasn•t hungry~ The bread had a 

sharply .bitter taste. The texture was awful, sticking 

to the top of my mouth, almost suffocating me, sticking 

to my teeth and gums and making my whole mouth burn and 

itch. It made awful squishy sounds. I had to spit it 

out. (p. 77) 
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Inability to work. Suffering associated with a 

compromised ability to perform one's usual job tasks due to 

lack of concentration, lack of energy, or lack of 

information-processing ability was noted. Wolfe (1969), a 

part-time writer, complained: 

I started trying to read the newspaper daily, in 

an effort toward resuming my place in the world 

I did not find it easy to read, however. When I 

tried to skim through a news article, an inner voice 

had to sound each word. This slowed me down, and 

frequently, if the article was trivial, it did not seem 

worth the effort.· (p. 105-106) 

Insomnia. Sleeplessness and.disrupted sleeping 

patterns caused suffering as evidenced by Vonnegut•s (1975) 

description: 

I hadn't slept for what was probably only days but 

seemed like a whole other existence. 11 0h, yes, I 

remember back when I used to sleep ... I dreaded sleep. 

I was afraid . • . • (p. 95) 

~rrational thinking. Suffering resulted from: loss 

of reality-testing abilities, loss of logical and goal

directed thought processing abilities, and obsessive 

and m1~aningless thoughts. Vonnegut ( 1975) again provided a 

clear example: 
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Time started meaning less and less. It just hung 

there. Where I was meant less and less. More and more 

meant less and less. Just getting back to the farm 

where things made sense became everything.. Just 

getting back. Where there was work to do that meant 

something~ Something to get my mind off my mind. 

(p. 46) 

Loss of self-control. The lack of ability to control 

one's actions because of overwhelming urges created 

suffering. Gotkin and Gotkin· ( 1975) set forth this account: 

"I won•t kill myself," I said. "That•s not why I cut 

my wrists. I can•t help it. The impulse comes over 

me. It blinds me. I don•t feel anything; it•s not me 

. who•s_cutting. It•s so frightening. I 1 m so scared ... 

(p. 134) 

-Loss of self-identity. This symptom res"Ulted in 

suffering as the individual failed to maintain a sense of 

self that had integri t;y and was differ'entiated from the 

environment. Rhodes- ( 1964) narrat.ed. this feeling: 

·It se·emed all my ·life had" been one mock 

performance. I was always trying to meet someone 

else•s expectations, I had been acting out a part for 

others so long that I did not know what was true for 

myself. (p. 114) 

Loss of self-will. Suffering associated with this code 

was presented in all five autobiographies. This symptom was 
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expressed as an inability or ineffectiveness in determining 

for oneself what to do or choosing a course of action. 

Vonnegut (1975) had a poignant report: 

The last thing I wanted was to be a mental patient 

again. To be dragged through all that shit. To face 

the prospect of a later but less pleasing ending. The 

last thing I wanted was to identify in any·way with a 

body again, especially the one I had at times called 

me. 

It would have been such a nice ending, but little 

by little, against every fiber of my will my heroic 

marble features became more and more like putty, putty 

I was reluctantly forced to admit I could partly 

control~ Little by liitle I became a mental patient 

aga~n. (p. 184) 

Low· self esteem. .Within this code· suffering was 

re.lated to a gamut of ·negative feelings· about .. oneself 

· ranging from feeling t·oo worthless to ask for help to 

embracing stupidi·ty, ·failure and self-hate. Knauth ( 1975) 

epitomized this symptom: 

With· ·this· hopelessness cam·e the ·final stage in my 

loss of self-esteem: in my·own eyes I became · 

worthless. In long night sessions, I reviewed my life 

and saw everything that I had done wrong. Not even the 

most trivial detail escaped this deadly scrutiny. At 
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last I was being showed up for the hapless faker that I 

was, and this was my punishment. (p. 35) 

Paranoia. Suffering linked to feelings of mistrust and 

perceived threat about·all facets of one•s environment was 

typified in Rhodes• (1964) passage, 11 They might be waiting 

for me outside that door, Fran. I can•t even trust my 

parents. I 1 m afraid to leave. What will I do? 11 

Racing thoughts. Vonnegut (1975) was the only·author 

to note the distress associated with the rapidity of his 

thoughts. 

Rage. Overwhelmingly intense feelings of anger, 

similar to feelings of loss of self-control, induced 

suffering. A pertinent description of this was from Knauth 

(1975): 

If I had killed myself, it would have been a mad, 

impulsive accident, a twist of·the wheel when I was 

driving down th~ high~ay. · .. But some part of me stayed 

careful about. driving in that time·. I knew my rage 

enough to mak.e it part of my ever-pr.es:ent fear. 

(p •. 34) 

Suicidal ideation. Suffering linked to active plans of 

self-harm that were seen :as. an es·c.ape from desperate 

unhappiness and undifferentiated pain from living. Gotkin 

and Gotkin ( 1975) vividly communicated the suff.ering: 

Inside my body, I crouched, a knot of anguish, 



watching my outside self perform to the doctor's 

delight. 

11 I must be very sick to be playing this game," I 

thought. . .. Very sick to want to cut myself so badly. 11 

And I wanted to scream, 11 No, no, I ·feel so bad I want 

to die 1 11 
( p . 121 ) 
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Visual hallucinations.. Suffering in this code was 

similar to auditory hallucinations in that a wide variety of 

threatening images were experienced. Gotkin and Gotkin 

(1975) reported: 

11 But the hallucinations ... ~hey were terrifyingly 

real to me: monsters of varying descriptions, animals 

from The Peaceable Kingdom carne alive, the laughing man 

and mellow-voice girl. I saw them, I heard them, and 

while I knew, in a sense, that they were my own 

creations and that no one else perceived them, I 

continued to be frightened at the strangeness of my 

mind. (p •. 201) 

Category II. Identification of.Self as Mentally Ill 

11 Crazy 11 /sick. There was only one -·code within this 

category and it represented development of an explanatory 

model for recent occurrences. The process of acknowledging 

that · on.eself wa$· mentally ill' as ·a ·source of suffering was 

noted by all five authors. Related to this process were: 

realizations of a loss of reality testing, fears based upon 

the stereotypes of 11 insane asylums .. , and a desire to avoid 



being labeled. Gotkin and Gotkin (1975) presented this 

example: 

11 0h Lord, ·what 1 s happening to me? 11 I whispered. 

11Am I hallucinating?. Am I going mad? 11 

There it was., finally. The real fear that had 
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been plaguing me and that had kept me from seve~ing my 

relationship with Dr. Kurtzman [psychiatrist]. I was 

afraid that my mind was disintegrating, my perceptions 

clouding into insanity. 

Category III. Psychiatric Treatment Effects and Processes 

The nine codes in this category are derived from the 

effects or process of psychiatric treatment or 

hospitalization of any kind. These codes cannot be 

specifically related to the psychiatric illness. 

Confinement~ Confinement was associated with the 

experience of being imprisoned on locked psychiatric units 

and being committed to the hospital against one 1 s will. 

Rhodes (1964) described the suffering related to 

confinemc·nt: 

11 DOn 1 ·.t let Daddy leave me here, please. If you 

. walk out of. those doors without me I .. I I 11 be locked up 

again. Can you imagine the terror inside me? After 

what I 1 ve sai.d to you today they will never let me go 

outside again. Don 1 t let them lock me up again, 

please 1 11 (p." 106) 

Dependency. This phenomenon developed as the patients 
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lost confidence in themselves and experienced a loss of 

self-determination. Dependencies on prescribed drugs, 
r:. 

significant others, psychiatrists, and hospitals were 
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experienced. Security and external control were desired at 

seemingly any cost to oneself. This is seen in Gotkin and 

Gotkin's (1975) account: 

For all its horrors, the safe.ty of that place 

called a hospital tant~lized me, seduced me into again 
:/~~ ~ 

being a mental patient.' I was becoming 

institutionalized without realizing it. I could 

survive only in a hospital. {p. 170} 

Double-bind. The illogic, confusion, and changing 

standards about the judgement of what was "sick" behavior 

and what was "healthy" by the hospital staff and significant· 

others supported suffering. Gotkin and Gotkin (1975) 

portray this: 

"Everyone keeps telling me how sick I am. When I 

say I'm not sick, those saccharine busybody nurses 

explain how that shows how sick I am. It's mad. But 

you know what the really scary part is? Sometimes I 

believe·them." 

"If I stay 'in my room theY: tE111 Irie I'm withdrawing 

and that's sick.· If I join the girls i.n ·ward 

activities and start to have fun they tell me I'm being 

manic and that's sick. ·They want me to have friends 

bu·t they s~y ·my relationship with Maggie is sick. They 
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won't even let me speak to Sandy because the contact is 

not therapeutic. And when I get angry and tell them to 

mind their own fucking business they say I'm being 

hostile. And you know, only sick people are hostile. 11 

( p. 98) 

Helplessness. This code corresponded to feelings of 

being a child or overwhelmed.. Knauth's (1975) reported, "I 

did not need understanding, I needed rescue. All my words,

which seemed so lame to me, could have been summarized in a 

single, desperate cry: Help!" (p. 39). 

Loss of dignity. Suffering related to being treated as 

an object, having no personal rights, or behaving in an 

unusual, "crazy" manner were the experiences in this code. 

These experiences were predominantly during 

hospitalization. Rhodes .(1964) discussed: 

When I returned to my room after the meal, I 

noticed something very strange. The drawers of my 

dresser had been pulled out and the articles inside 

moved about and left messily disarranged. My bedding 

had been ripped off, as if someone had been in a rush 

to explore what might-be concealed in the bed before I 

got .back.- . I was aghast. My belongings had been 

·searched as_ though I were a criminal. (p. 100) 

Memory loss. This code was solely ·from Wolfe's ( 1969) 

autobiography because the memory loss resulted from 

electroconvulsive therapy ( EC1r) • Suffering was related to 
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her loss of her past, including significant relationships. 

One of her accotints was: 

I had looked at the pictures and found my 

children--but I was with them only in a moment 

suspended in time. I.had no pa~t~ I had no future~ I 

had no thoughts of home, no nor~al maternal worries. 

It did not occur to me to ask who was taking care of my 

children while I was in the hospital. I existed only 

in that room, sitting on that bed~ My husband sitting 

beside me and my children somewhere were th.e only other 

people in the world, as I then knew it. (p. 18) 

Physical side effects/pain. This code included 

medication side effects such as drowsiness and postural 

hypotension, and pain ~n conjunction with ECT both with and 

without anesthesia. Vonnegut's (1975) recounting of this 

was: 

My father visited me 2 days after committing me, 

but they wouldn't let me out of the seclu·sion room. I 

remember vaguely realizing he was there ctnd trying to 

get to the door to talk to him through t~e little hole, 

but I kept fainting every time I tried to stand up. 

(p. 129) 

Powerlessness~· Suffering_was linked tohaving one's 

life controlled by either health care workers or significant 

o.the-rs. Some examples of this were being ·tested and 
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evaluated but not· being. told what ·the diagnosis was, denial 

of permission to do chosen activities, and being legally 

committed to psychiatric hospitals. This code was similar 

to Loss of Dignity but it included experiences that were not 

overtly degrading. Evidence of the suffering related to· 

powerlessness· was. in Gotkin and Gotkin' s (·1975) passage: 

Nothing to be afraid of: locked doors, 

-powerlessness, ridicule, humil.iation, and barred 

windows •. Did he [psychiatrist] have any idea what it 

was like to be caged? To have no privacy? .No rights? 

No freedom? No credibility? No matches? No keys? 

(p. 182) 

Removal of personal possessions~ Experiences of 

suffering were associated with removal of potentially 

da~gerous or very valuable belongings. This included 

matches, cigarette lighters, watches, wedding bands and 

eyeglasses. Rhodes' (1964) description was the most 

enlightening about the double negative effects of the 

removal of personal possessions: 

"Could I keep my glasses at night? I can't read 

or see very well without them?" I had figured out that 

glasses were taken away at night in case patients tried 

to break the glass and then cut their wrists. But it 

seemed like_removing.my last shred of dignity. (p. 23) 
', • I • J, 

Category· IV.. Intrapsychic Impact. of Having a Mental Illness 

Within this category all six cod-es· are types of the 
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individual's response to the psychiatric illness. Each 

experience represents part of the adaptation to a serious 

and often chronic illness. These responses are internal, 

intrapsychic processes that do not directly involve 

relationships with others but are a reflection of the 

individual's existential search for meaning. 

Angst/psychic pain. This code delineates the essence 

of this study because all five authors discussed 

psychological discomfort. Some of the terms used by the 

authors to describe this feeling are hurt, ache, and· black 

bubble of pain. The desire for release from an unendurable 

life with pain often lead to suicidal ideation. A 

declaration by Gotkin and Gotkin (1975) demonstrates the 

suffering: 

Would nothing relieve the pain inside me, the 

knawing, screaming pain that was eating my heart, my 

guts, my brain, my life? 

11 Arn !.crazy, Mrs. Petra [nurse]? Do you think I'm 

crazy? 11 

11 ! can't stand the pain, 11 I .cried. 11 ! won't make 

it. II (p. 108) 

Changed self-concept. Within this group of data the 

suffering para.l.lelled the realization of a permanently 

different self than before the illness. Generally_ this 

change was more of an increased negative self-concept and an 

increased~fee~ing of vulnerability. Vonnegut (1975) 
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clarified this type of thinking: 

Most diseases can be sSpa~ated from one•s self and 

seen as foreign intruding entities~ Schizophrenia is 

very poorly· behaved in this respect. Colds, ulcers, 

flu and cancer are things we get. Schizophrenic is 

something we are. It affects the thing we most 

identify. with .as making us what we are. 

If this weren•t problem enough, schizophrenia 

comes ·on slow and comes on fast, stay a minute or days 

or years, can be heaven one moment, hell the next, 

enhances abili tie·s and d,estroys them, back and forth 

several times a day and always weaving·itself 

inextricably into what we call ourselves. It can 

transform only a small corner of our lives or turn 

the.whole show upside down, always giving few if any 

ciues· as to when it came or when it left or what was us 

and what was schizophrenia. {p. ix) 

Despair. The feeli~gs in this code were primarily 

revolved aro~nd hopelessness and futility about one's self 

and future of all five authors. Descriptive phrases 

included feelings of: never being well because there was no 

healthy part left, no strength left to care about the 

future, nothingness with no choices and no hope, existence 

only for time to pass, and drowning in grief. This 

suffering is clear in Gotkin and Gotkin (1975): 

The funnel of .p~in that had concentrated in my 
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body exploded. Was I falling into a billion pieces? I 

heard the howl, ·the wail that was my anguish, a.s it 

fled my mouth. I was crying, deep sounds escaping my 

harrowed body. Small, small I was, so scared of the 

feelings buried and powerful inside me. Would I ever 

be well? (p. 180) 

Isolation/~onliness. This code consisted of feelings 

of being so different from others that they could not or 

would not want to understand the person resulting in 

feelings of strangeness and being permanently forsa~en. 

Gotkin and Gotkin (1975) substantiated the exper·ience in 

this: 

The separateness I felt was excruciating. -My 

yearning to belong again· (if I ever had) to this 

society where people 11 functioned 11 was pathetic. I knew 

I could never fully belong to this constellation of 

flunkies, that I would never really make it as a 

servile, smiling, genial, stoical secretary. But I 

would try. Always try.· U.nt.il my deep hidden self· 

could not bear the dece~tion any longer. And I would 

crack. · (p. 210) 

Loss of purpose. Within this code were the feelings of 

uselessness derived from inabili ·';:.y to serve any societal 

function. Knauth (1975) portrayed this feeling: 

The world, I was sure, had no further use for me, 

nor had I anything to offer. it. lfuen I tried to find 



strength and comfort in things I had done, I found 

myself walking· down shattered houses on whose walls 

bits and pieces of remembered experience flashed 

briefly into focus and out again • • • • (p. 3) 

Why me? The suffering in this .code was co~rel~ted to 

the bewilderment, resentment and searching fo~ an 

explanation for becoming mentally ill by all five authors. 

Knauth • s ( 1975 )' struggle with this.· issue was: 

I had to find a reason. .For the first time that 

nightly cycle of ·thinking that went. round and round 

between the twin poles of guiit and fear acquired a 

focal point. Why had this hit me? ••. my endless 

questioning began to acquire a certain petulance . 
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. Waking at 2 or 3 o'clock, staring out into the night, I 

would dig deeper and deeper into my mind, testing this, 

rejecting.that, never coming any closer. 

Why, why, WHY? By slow degrees petulance grew 

into active resentment: What the hell had I done to 

deserve this? (p. 33) 

Category v. External Impact on the- Individual's Roles and 

Relationships 

-This final category of suffering is composed of seven · 

codes that reflect changes in the patient's relationship to 

the world because of the effects of having a mental 

illness. 
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Altered roles/relationships with significant others. 

Within this code the effects of changed roles and 

rela.tionships were of concern to the authors. These changes 

included the·· roles of- child, parent, sibling_, spouse,_ or 

lover. ·Potential to perform usual role behaviors w~re 

perceived as altered because of the 'effects of the illness 

or the side-effects of treatment •. Cha.nges in the dynamics 

of the relationships r.elated to different abilities to 

tolerate stress and make_decisions, differing needs and 

dependencies, and the--!.fear of the unpredictability-of 
I 

behavior by the identified patient. Wolfe (1969) described 

one of these experiences: 

11 How is your husband? 11 [asked by psychiatrist] 

11 Unnatural. Overly polite. He's kind of always 

tiptoeing around me. He pretends that everything is 

perfectly normal now, but he acts as though he were in 

a sickroom." (p. 133) 

Altered future plans. Su~fering was associated with 

Changes in future plans 1 both in terms Of One· IS life sealS 

and in terms of the_ unpredictability of one's mental 

health. Conclusions were that goals such as a college, 

education and having a career were out of reach. Fears were 

about the number, timing and length of future 

hospitalizations. Vonnegut (1975) gave this account: 

Once an accident, twice a coincidence, but three? 

A habit. Three strikes. Three points define a 
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ci.rcle. . A closing one. There had been a few weeks 

between cracks 1 and 2 and just a little over a week 

between 2 and 3. This was how I was going-to spend my 

life. (p. 189) 

Altered social role. The content in this code was·very 

similar to Altered Roles/Relationships with Significant 

Others except. that the relationships were of a soci'al 

nature. The concerns were changes. such as distr~st, · 

disgust, fear~ and pity. Gotkin and Gotkin (1975) described 

this kind o·f ex-perience: 

My parents told their friends I was sick; that was 

why I has taken a leave of absence. "Sick" was somehow 

respectable, though they continued to whisper it and no 

one asked for details. I thought my parents friends 

·were unusually solicitous to me when they came to 

visit, and it infuriated me and confused me. They 

spoke softly and s·lowly ~ • • (p. 61) 

Effect of illness on significant others. Suffering was 

associated with the.knowledge of the effect of the illness 

on significant others. The impact of the psychiatric 

illness on others that was hypothesized and observed by the 

authors included misery, disappointment, shame and sadness. 

Rhodes (1964) set forth this account: 

I was caught in the squeeze of hating my parents 

for the terrible_ pain I felt they inflicted on me, and· 

the even more devastating pain of the guilt I bore when 



I thought of the suffering I was causing them • • • 

(p. 210) 

Guil.t. Guilt was another response .to the effects of 

the -psychiatric;:: illness. Guilt was related to feelings of 
. . . 
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'fault and failure. for _being sick ah<;l t.o concerns about costs 
. . 

of treatment. Wolfe .·.( 1_~69) . described. this: 

Thre~ thousand ·dollars!· -9'ur money, but because he 

had earned. it, I always felt it· was his, really. Three 

thousand dollars spent in a mon,th because I had cracked 

up. If I had a tumor or cancer or any other physical 

ailment, I·would have thought: well, it isn•t my , 

fault. But a ne-rvous breakdown. clearly was my fault. 

(p. 58-59) 

Shame. Suff~ring corresponded to.the emotion of shame 

as the authors reflected on their thoughts and behaviors 

during the illness and became aware of .the violations of 

social norms. Againr Wolfe .(1969) provided- a pertinent 

example: 

In the hospi~al, when the nurse told me that I had had 

a breakdown, I did not feel any emotion at all. I 

wondered at the news with the kind of curiosity you 

feel when confronting a puzzle or a riddle. And since 

coming home, I had been occupied with trying to 

reorient myself into my su~roundings. Now for the 

firs·t time since my breakdown, I felt shame. This, I 

suppose, was a giant step toward normality: to once 
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again accept the· ·responsibility for my actions·.· I was 

engulfed by shame. (p. 54) 

Stigma. The negative attitu~es of others toward the 

authors because .. of their mental illne.sses was recogni~ed and 

partly internalized by the former patients. Stigmatizing 
. ' . 

events such as the unwillingness of others to seriously : 

accept statements and judgements _from the former patients 

and frequent queries about their current state of mental 

health occurred. Vonnegut (1975) addressed this: 

There were' several things that needed asserting. 

I wa·s not crazy.· I had not been permanently damaged. 

I was no goddamned invalid. Being dismissed, coddled, 

or humoredw.as not my idea of a good time. I wanted to 

fight all of the screwy conclusions people might draw 

from my going bonkers. (p. 138) 

Conclusion 

From 45 codes, five categories of-suffering related to 

the experience of a psychiatric illness evolved from the 

data collected from the autobiographies. A final discussion 

of the conclusions and implications to be drawn from these 

findings will be presented in the following chapter. 



Discussion of Finding:s 

Chapter V 

SUMMARY 
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Phenomenology focus·es on underst~nding ·empirical 

matters from the perspective of those who are being studied 

and stresses theprimacy of consciousness and subjective 

meaning in the context of the situation (Davis, 1978: Ornery, 

1983: Parse, Coyne,. & Smith, 1985). The purpo~e of this 

study was to explore and describe the nature of suffering 

associated with a psychiatric illness as described by 

mentally ill individuals. The 'data in this study indi~ated 

that suffering was experienced as a result of: the illness 

symptoms,. the identification of self as mentally ill, 

psychiatric treatment effects and processes, the 

intrapsychic impact of having a mental illness, and· the 

external impact on the individual•s roles and 

relationships. 

These five categories do not represent a linear model 

of the suffering experience. Instead, there are 

interactions among the categories that impact upon the 

intensity of suffering. In most cases the interaction 

appears to be synergistic. Two examples are: as the 

illness symptoms increase, the suffering related to feelings 

of helplessness increases; and, as awareness of the effect 

of the illness on significant others increases, suffering 

associated with despair increases. 
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The findings of the 45 codes. and.the 5 categories of 

S\lffering did not ·differ substantially" from what .. had. been 

hypothesized in the literature abou't suffe~~ng and loss. 

The uniqueness of this ·study is the organization of the 

codes and the resul~ing identification of the categories of 

su~fering. The five categories are conceptually distinct 

from one another yet describe interrelated experiences of a 

illness. The findings of this study differ from 

Battenfield 1 s (1984) model in that there was no support for 

a stage or linear process of suffering. 

Travelbee•s (1971) proposed causative ev~nts for 

s-uffering correlated with the identified· codes from the 

patients/authors in the following manner: 

1 •. Illness can 'be understood as similar to a_ll of 

Category I, Illness Symptoms; 

2. Physical pain could be identical to the same code in 

Category III, Psychiatric Treatment Effects and Processes; 

3. Mental pain could be comparable to Category IV, 

Intrapsychic Impact of Having a Mental Illness; 

4. Loss of material possessions could be similar to the 

code, Removal of Personal P6ssessions in Category III; 

5. Loss of position, status or prestige could be 

similar to Loss of Dignity in Category III and all codes in 

Category v, External Impact of the Individual•s roles and 

r·elationships; 
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6. Loss of one 1 s .integrity could be exempli,fied. by all 

of the codes in Category I; Illness· .. Symptoms, especially 

Loss of Self-Control, Self-Identity, or Self-Will or all ·of 

!. 

the codes in Categories IV and V: . I 

1. Various types of real and imagined injuries t.o pride 

and self-esteem could .be related to codes in Categories I, 

II, III, IV, and Vi 

a. Feelings of being isolat:ed from others with. an 

inability to establish a meaningful relationship could be 

seen as similar to the code, Communication Difficulty in 

Category I or any of the codes in Category V; and 

9. Belief that· one has transgressed important religious 

convictions could be similar to the code, Why Me? in 

Category III. 

The responses to· chronic illness identified by 

Werner-Beland (1980) included experiencing the impact of 

another 1 s grieving for and because of one·self ~ changed 

socioeconomic and vocational roles, and changed self-image; 

these were supported by research codes in Categories II, 

III, IV, arid v. Cate~ory II, Identification of Self as 

.Mentally Ill, also supported Roback and AbramowitZ 1
S (1979) 

report that subjective distress was intensified with 

increased insight. 

Although the data were not coded or categorized for 

coping style it was clear that various codes related to 

certain coping styles. The sum of the research codes and 



the categories supported Copp's {1974: 1985) definition of 

suffering as 11 the state of anguish of one who bears pain, 

injury or loss 11 {p. 491) and her description of five 

individual styles of coping with pain and suffering: {a) 

11 passive victim 11 style in which the patient views self as 
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helpless and impotent, {b) 11 combatant 11 style in which the 

patient views self as a fighter and caper, {c) 11 responsive 11 

style in which the patient views self as actively analytic 

in a search for meaning in the experience, {d) 11 reactive 11 

style in which the patient views self as a monitor and 

strategist to avoid the pain, and {e) 11 interactive 11 style in 

which th~ patient views self as dependent on others to 

manage the pain. 

Findings, based on the codes and categories, were 

similar to many authors• models of loss. Some of the codes 

were similar to: loss of personal possessions cited by 

Lambert and Lambert {1979): loss of usual control of body 

functioning including physical, emotional and perceptual 

abilities cited by Carlson {1978), Goddard {1985), and 

Lambert and Lambert: alterations in emotional well-being and 

self-concept, and changed social roles with feelings of 

stigma and worthlessness cited by Goddard, Lambert and 

Lambert, and Schwartz and Schwartz {1972): loss of personal 

possessions cited by Goddard and Lambert and Lambert: loss 

of security by lack of knowledge of what behaviors are 

rewarded in a situation cited by Goddard: loss of the 



ability t.o carry out long-range life goals cited by Anger 

and Anger (1976); and the loss of one•s sense of identity 

and individuality cited by Carlson. 

Comparison of the findings in this study with 
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.Battenfield•s (1984) model demonstrated few similarities and 

a major difference. Battenfield proposed a model with 

sequential stages that patients move through as they cope 

with the impact of their illness; there was no linear 

progression of response indicated in the findings of this 

study. Responses that Battenfield identified in the stages 

are similar to many found in this study: anger, fear, 

shame, guilt, helplessn~ss, hopelessness, despair, and 

facing one •·s limitations. The difference in this study 

was.that no findin~s supported the stage of Finding 

Meaning. A possible explanation for the failure to discover 

this response in the autobiographies is that.all of the 

books focused on more acute illnesses and did not include 

much discussion of the chronic progression of, or recovery 

from, the psychiatric illnesses. This may· indicate that 

finding meaning in suffering is more relevant after a longer 

time or it may indicate that finding meaning in suffering 

related to psychiatric illness is a rare experience. 

The research findings indicate that suffering is a 

negative affective experience and that loss, in some form, 

i~ an integral part of suffering. Categories of suffering 

are related to: the psychiatric illness symptoms, the 
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acknowledgement of oneself as mentally ill, the effects of 

psychiatric treatment, the impact on self of having a 

merital.illness, and the impact on one's relationship to the 

environment. There are interactions among the categories of 

suffering that·affect the degree of suffering. 

Conclusions 

The significance of this study is the examination of 

suffering in relationship to psychiatric illness and the 

resulting delineation of the five categories of suffering. 

Although descr~ptions of experiences similar to the codes 

had been proposed in previous ~on-researched writings this 

study validates the occurrence of the code experiences as 

part of suffering. The evolution of the codes into.the 

conceptually distinct categories of suffering was·the single· 

most critical element in this study • s findings·.· Suffering 

is a response to the experience of psychiatric illness but 

there are individu-al variations in the manifestations and 

intensity of suffering. 

Implications and Recommendations 

The ultimate purpose of thi.s study was to·provide a 

data base for further research that may be conducted to 

·identify suffering as a phenomena of concern and to identify 

interventions to alleviate or resolve suffering experienced 

by persons with psychosqcial health problems. With this 

data base in place the goal of further research should be 

carried out using live interviews with patients _at various 



stages of a psychiatric illness (longitudinal design). 

Examination of findings to identify types of coping styles 

used in response to suffering would also expand nursing's 

knowledge base so that the effectiveness of nursing 

intervention with patients who are suffering could be 

improved. 
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The human response of suffering fits into the proposed 

. emotional category of phenomena of concern for psychiatric

mental health nursing practice. When providing nursing 

care i:o psychiatrically ill individuals the nurse should 

attempt to discover what the patient's experience of 

suffering is because it is different for each individual. 

·With the knowledge of the individual's lived experience 

together the.nurse and patient may search for the 

unidentified, but inherent, meaning. Helping the_patient 

identify the meaning in suffering is one of nursing's 

tasks according to Travelbee (1971). As Frankl (1984) 

noted, once meaning is found then the suffering is relieved 

because there is a purpose to the experience. 

Awareness of suffering related to psychiatric illness 

by health professionals can improve the quality of care 

through increased empathy when interacting with the 

patient.. Through the planned use of existential 

psychotherapeutic methods psychiatric patients can gain 

validation of the universality of suffering experiences and 

reinforce their self-esteem and humanness. Awareness of the 
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suffering related to psychiatric illness is a~so valuable 

for family members of patients to help them understand the 

experience. On a societal level ·an awareness of the 

suffering related with a psychiatric illness could decrease 

the associated stigma so ·that more favorable legislation 

~oward mental illness would be enacted and funded. 

Additional research that is indicated on the basis of 

the current study is testing th~ applicability of the 

five categories of suffering.to.physical illness. When 

applied to physical illness the categories-could be: 

symptoms of the illness, acknowledgement of having the 

illness, effects·of the treatment process, impact upon self, 

and_impact upon roles and relationships. This would 

validate the constancy of the experience of suffering as it 

relates to illnesses. 

Autobiographical material is a useful tool for nursing 

education. I.t provides the patient's perspective in a 

non-reactive m(3dium so that the student's reluctance and 

fear to intieract and question is obviated. Autobiographies 

also provide contact with many more kinds of patients than a 

student may have an opportunity to work with directly. This 

may be of particular value in cross-cultural nursing 

education. 

Phenomeqological method is a valuable research 

technique fo;r. examining the human coritext -of illness. It 

allows inclusion of the patient's psychological and 
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sociological responses to a problem in addition to the 

physiological responses. This technique is consonant with 

nursing's emphasis on holistic ind-ividualized assessment and 

treatment. 

Summary 

Nursing has a professional obligation to alleviate 

all types of suffering. Each individual's experience 

of suffering is unique. Suffering is not a discrete entity 

but is an ongoing lived experience as the sufferer reacts to 

the cause of the suffering and begins· to adapt to the change· 

in life circumstances and find meaning in the suffering. 

Suffering during a psychiatric illness is experienced in 

conjunction with the illness symptoms, the identification of 

self as mentally ill, psychiatric treatment effects and 

processes, the intrapsychic impact of having a mental 

illness, and the external impact on the individual's roles 

and relationships. 
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